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ABSTRACT
This paper describes strategic behavior in a nonequilibrium model of asset pricing with heterogeneous sophistication.
Both risk and return are increasing in the naïveté of investors in the market. Optimal investment involves considering
the effect that naïve investors have on the market. Further, we derive a simple characterization of the asset price dynamics that results from an arbitrary combination of a countably infinite set of investor types.
Keywords: Level-k Model; Nonequilibrium Strategic Thinking; Technical Analysis

1. Introduction
A large literature in finance has questioned the efficient
market hypothesis. The failure of markets to be efficient
is often attributed to naïve behavior by some investors.
Naïve behavior by investors creates opportunities for
more sophisticated investors who are able to exploit the
mispricing created by naïve investors.
This is the first paper to explore the role of k-level
thinking in an asset pricing model. Level-k theory provides a tool for analyzing games in which players differ
in their sophistication. Work in experimental economics
[1-4] has shown that models in which players differ in
the number of cognitive steps that they take illuminate
behavior in games that require predicting the actions of
others. Exploring the role of k-level thinking in an asset
pricing model allows us to determine optimal investment
strategies when some investors behave suboptimally.
Level-k theory is based on the insight that inexperienced players may behave naïvely. More sophisticated
players try to exploit naïve players by anticipating their
actions and staying one step ahead. Even more sophisticated players may try to exploit those who believe that
they are exploiting the naïve. Keynes concisely stated
this logic: “Successful investing is anticipating the anticipations of others” (as quoted in [5], p. 105).
A salient choice for a naïve investor type is one who
believes that past prices can predict future prices. The
weakest form of the efficient market hypothesis states
that past prices are not useful predictors of future prices.
A common term for investors who use past prices to preOpen Access

dict future prices is technical analysts. There is a large
literature on technical analysis, but this literature has not
considered the role of step-level thinking. Reviews of
this literature are available in [6] and [7].
The belief that past prices predict future prices has a
self-fulfilling aspect in that when enough investors believe that price will be increasing, they take actions that
cause price to increase [8]. This self-fulfilling aspect creates opportunities for investors who can stay one step
ahead of the naïve.
Efficient market theory can be thought of as a Nash
equilibrium. As in many areas of economics, considerably more attention has been devoted to Nash equilibrium
predictions than non-Nash solution concepts. The importance of examining non-Nash solution concepts comes
from experimental work, which has shown that, for many
strategic situations, behavior differs from Nash equilibria.
This paper contributes to the literature on non-Nash solution concepts in finance.
We present a game theoretic model of financial investment that allows for investors of heterogeneous sophistication. Prices fluctuate and naïve investors believe that fluctuations transmit information about the fundamental value
of the asset. Investors move prices toward their expectations of the future price, but, due to risk aversion, they do
not trade aggressively enough to equate the current price
with their expectation of future price. In this model, we
assume that prices are determined by the equilibrium of a
Walrasian tâtonnement process so that price equates supply and demand in every period. In other words, while the
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actions of investors are not at Nash equilibrium, the price is
at an equilibrium value. This assumption prevents gains to
technical analysts who are able to estimate the price adjustment mechanism in the presence of prices that are slow
to adjust to equilibrium. We show that, in a Nash equilibrium, no investors use technical analysis and any investor
who uses technical analysis will lower her expected utility.
Moreover, we show that in the presence of a large number
of technical analysts, technical analysts (and investors who
worry about the effects of technical analysts) receive
greater average utility than Nash-type investors.
We do not attempt to explain behavior under learning.
Learning has been explored in similar models without
step-level thinking [9-11]. The possible continued presence
of naïve investors allows for investors who try to stay one
step ahead of the naïve. This can be thought of as the interaction between investors in different stages of the learning
process. In large markets, there will be continual entry of
new investors who will interact with more experienced
investors.
Equilibrium models in which investors try to predict the
predictions of others have been previously explored [12]. A
disequilibrium approach allows for the possibility of sophisticated investors exploiting naïveté. A model of disequilibrium also illuminates optimal investment behavior in
markets with naïve investors.
In the following section, we describe level-k theory and
models of heterogeneous sophistication. We present a simple model of asset pricing with heterogeneous sophistication in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.

In pioneering work, Nagel [1] conducted experiments
with ρ-beauty contests and found “depths of reasoning”
to play an important role in this type of strategic setting.
Other experimental designs that involve iterated elimination of dominated strategies have found evidence in favor
of level-k thinking [13].
Level-k theory has been used to explain a number of
phenomena. Overbidding in common value auctions can
be seen as resulting from level-k thinking. Crawford and
Iriberri [14] showed that when a level-1 type believes
that level-0 types are bidding randomly, the level-1 type
believes that winning the auction reveals no information
about value. This belief results in a level-1 type overbidding relative to equilibrium. Level-k thinking has also
illuminated behavior in “hide-and-seek” games, which
require anticipating and matching the behavior of a rival
[15].
This work on heterogeneous sophistication is related to
the concept of overconfidence. Investors using level-k
thinking are overconfident in the sense that they believe
they are able to correctly anticipate the sophistication of
other investors and stay one step ahead of them. Previous
work in finance has modeled overconfident investors as
believing their private information is more precise than it
truly is [16-18]. This type of overconfidence can generate
excess volatility (as in [16]). Technical analysts believe
their price predictions to be more accurate than they are.
But here we allow not only for investors who overweigh
private information, but also for investors who try to exploit these naïve investors.

2. Heterogeneous Sophistication

3. Asset Price and Market Volatility

Level-k theory can be illustrated through the example of a
ρ-beauty contest. Players simultaneously select a number
between 0 and 100. The winner is whoever selects a value
that is closest to ρ times the average choice, where ρ is
positive and less than one. In the event of a tie, the winner
is randomly selected from those with the closest numbers.
Through iterative dominance, it follows that the unique
Nash equilibrium of this game is that all players pick 0.
We begin our level-k analysis by defining a naïve-type
player. A naïve, non-strategic strategy for this game may
be to select a number uniformly from the interval [0,100].
We will refer to this type of player as “level-0.” A “level-1” player is one who wants to take advantage of these
level-0 players. This player believes that all other players
follow the leve-0 strategy of picking randomly and so the
average will be 50. Given this belief and ignoring her
own effect on the average, a level-1 player picks (ρ × 50).
A “level-2” player is one who believes that other players
are level-1 type and picks (ρ2 × 50). Continuing this logic,
a level-k player would pick (ρk × 50). As k approaches
infinity, a level-k player’s strategy approaches the strategy that a player would pick in Nash equilibrium.

We base our model of market volatility on DeLong,
Shleifer, Summers, and Waldmann [19]. We consider a
two-period overlapping generations model with a continuum of risk averse investors. Young investors receive
an endowment of Ω in at the beginning of their life.
Nothing is consumed in the “young” state. The young
investor decides how to allocate her endowment between
a risky asset and a safe asset. When the investor reaches
the “old” state, all of her wealth is turned into consumption.
The safe asset will always return r. The risky asset will
pay a dividend dt, that is known at time t, and will be sold
in the second period for a price, pt+1, that is not yet
known. So buying λt shares of the risky asset will yield
the investor λt(pt+1 + dt) from her investment. After buying λt shares of the risky asset, the investor has (Ω - λt pt)
left to invest in the safe asset. We can express the investor’s wealth in her final period as

Open Access

wt 1  t  pt 1  dt      t pt  1  r 

(1)

Dividends are equal to their value in the previous period plus an independently and identically distributed
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Gaussian error term, i.e. dt 1  dt   t 1 . The variance of
the error term ε is denoted by  d2 . As it will be shown
below, pt+1 is a linear function of dt+1, which means that
pt+1 is normally distributed.
Investors are worried about their level of wealth in
their final period and exhibit constant absolute risk aversion. The investor’s utility function is

U  wt 1   e

  wt 1

,

(2)

where γ is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion. Since
wealth follows a normal distribution,
exp    wt 1 

follows a log normal distribution. The investor purchases
λt shares of the risky asset, where λt is equal to



arg maxEt e
t

   wt 1

 arg maxEt  wt 1  
t




2

Vart  wt 1 
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 t   t 

2
pt 1

  t  p2t 1 
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(3)

Let st denote the per capita supply of the risky asset.
Equating supply and demand at time t reveals today’s
price as



 1 
pt  
 Et pt 1  dt  
 1 r 

  s  .
t

2
pt 1

(4)

t

Beliefs about next period’s price appear in the equation for price as it plays a crucial role in determining
demand.
If we assume that the per capita supply of the risky
asset, st=s0, is constant, it follows that the expectation of
next period’s price will be



 1 
Et pt 1  
 Et Et 1 pt  2  dt   Et
 1 r 





 2pt 2  s0 . (5)

t 1

From this price equation we can find the variance of
Open Access
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We will conjecture that there exists an equilibrium in
which future prices cannot be predicted with past prices
and show that this is a Nash equilibrium. This equilibrium corresponds to the efficient market hypothesis in
that there is no available information that can assist an
investor in forming expectations about expected return
and variance. In this equilibrium, variance is constant
and equal to

 2pt 1 

 d2

1  r 

.

2



The term t  2pt 1 is the variance of next period’s price
conditional on her information set at time t. Next period’s price, pt+1, will be treated as a random variable
because it depends on next period’s dividend, dt+1, which
is also not yet known.
We treat pt as a parameter because a Walrasian auctioneer will announce the value of pt that equates supply
and demand.
From the first order condition for utility maximization,
we find

t 
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We find the expectation of next period’s price to be

t

2

2

2
pt 1

t

 arg maxt  Et pt 1  dt      t pt  1  r 



next period’s price conditional on her information set at
time t.

  s  .
2
pt 1

t

0

(8)

We are now ready to state our first theorem.
Theorem 1 There is a Nash equilibrium in which the
price of the risky asset follows a random walk.
We can see this by combining Equations (4), (7), and
(8) and iterating forward to find
i


 1 
pt 1  pt   
  t 1
i 1  1  r 
 1 r 
pt 1  pt  
  t 1 .
 r 

We will refer to the price that occurs in the Nash equilibrium of this game as the fundamentals price.
A belief that a future period’s price will be anything
other than the last observed price decreases the investor’s
expected utility. Using technical analysis can only lower
an investor’s welfare when all other investors are behaving according to Nash equilibrium. To see this, suppose
that a single investor believes that price tomorrow will be
equal to (E t p t+1 + b t ) where bt is the bias of the investors
estimate. From Equations (2) and (3), we can express the
investors’ utility as



 Et pt 1  bt2  dt  pt 1  r 
EtU  wt 1    exp  

2 t  2pt 1






  . (9)



Expected utility is maximized when bias equals zero.
We can now ask what price would occur without the
assumption of common knowledge of rationality. Level-k
theory will provide insight into the actions of investors
who differ in their sophistication.
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3.1. Asset Price with Level-k Thinking
Expected price and perceived variance play crucial roles
in determining an investor’s demand for the risky asset.
An investor’s beliefs about risk and return may be at
equilibrium or may be based on beliefs about other investors. Here we only consider the case when only price
expectations are based on beliefs of other investors. The
variance of the risky asset’s price is correctly estimated
by investors.
In his original work on efficient portfolios, Markowitz
[20] said that beliefs about risk and return “should combine statistical techniques and the judgment of practical
men.” Markowitz goes on to say that the judgment of
practical men should consider “factors or nuances not
taken into account by the formal computations.” Following Markowitz’s advice, technical analysts, our level-0
types, believe that recent prices reveal useful information
for predicting future prices (and thus returns). We do not
specify how level-0’s expectation of tomorrow’s price is
influenced by recent prices. Instead, we explore how
expectations based on past prices affect price levels and
volatility.
3.1.1. Level-0
A level-0 investor believes that she can use technical
analysis to gain insight into next period’s price. Level-0’s
expectation is a smooth function of recent prices. For
simplicity, we will assume that the technical rule used by
level-0 does not change over time.
With all level-0s the price of the risky asset is given by



 1  L:0
pt  
 Et pt 1  dt  
 1 r 

   s ,
t

2
pt 1

0

(10)

where EtL:0 pt 1 is level-0’s expectation of next period’s
price.
The variance of price under all level-0 types is found
by using the delta method. (For a random variable xn with
variance  x2 , the delta method approximation of the
variance of f(xn) is
Var  f  xn     f    x2
2

for f differentiable and nonzero at xn.)
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We assume that level-0’s expectation of tomorrow’s
price does not sway drastically in past prices so that
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1  r 

2

t 
E L:0 p 
   t t 1 
pt  i 
i 0 

2

and thus variance is greater than the variance in Nash
2
equilibrium,  d2 1  r  .
The intuition for greater variance is that, because level-0 types cause price to depend on past prices, the risky
asset becomes riskier and investors are allocating less
savings toward the risky asset. The result is that there is
more risk involved in investing in the risky asset but also
greater expected return. Less demand for the risky asset
lowers prices and increases return.
Price is moved toward level-0’s expectation of price,
but price will not be equal to level-0’s expectation of
price. When all investors are level-0 type, expected price
is equal to
Et pt  pt 1 

1
EtL:0 pt 1  pt 1 .
1 r





This value differs from expected price in Nash equilibrium by a level-0 type’s bias multiplied by 1/(1+r).
Since 1/(1+r) is less than one, expected price differs
from a fundamental value by less than the bias of level-0
types.
3.1.2. Higher Levels
A level-1 investor takes advantage of level-0’s influence
on price by forming price expectations that are between
the expectations of level-0 and Nash-types. Under the
belief that all other investors are level-0 type, level-1
types form the expectation



 1  L:1 L:0
EtL:1 pt 1  
 Et Et pt  2  dt 1  
 1 r 
E L:1 E L:0 p  pt 1
 pt 1  t t 1 t  2
.
1 r

  s 
t

2
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Level-1 types are required to make a prediction of tomorrow’s level-0 type’s expectation. This is because
tomorrow, at time (t + 1), level-0 types will have more
price information available.
We saw in Equation (9) that an investor’s expected
utility is decreasing in the bias of her price expectation.
When all investors are level-0 type, the price expectation
of a Nash-type investor will have bias equal to
EtL:01 pt  2  pt 1
.
1 r

Level-1 investors will have an expected bias of zero.
Following this logic, we can find the price of the risky
asset that results when all investors are level-k type. Let
us first define the term
 1 
Ct  k   

 1 r 

k 1

EtL:k EtL:1k 1  EtL:0k pt  k 1 .
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We can now express the resulting price as
i



k
 1 
pt  Ct  k    
 dt 1  
i 1  1  r 

When all investors believe that μ proportion of other
investors are level-0 and the remaining (1 – μ) proportion
are Nash type investors, the resulting price is

   s   1 r .
2
pt 1

t

t

0



 1 
pt  
 Et pt 1  dt  
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The unconditional variance of this price equals
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2
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  pt 
i 0 
t i 
t
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 1 r 
lim pt | pt 1  pt 1  
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 r 

3.2. Asset Price with Heterogeneous
Sophistication
Suppose that, instead of believing that all investors are
level-0 type, level-1 believes that some investors are level-0 type and some investors behave according to Nash
equilibrium. Level-2 may believe that other investors are
a combination of level-1 and Nash equilibrium type, and
likewise for levels 3, 4, and so on. This complication can
be easily adapted into our framework by analyzing the
price that results under a given combination of types.
When μ proportion of other investors are level-0 and
the remaining (1 – μ) proportion are Nash-type investors,
the resulting price is





 1 
 1       dt  
 r 

  s 
t

2
pt 1

0

   s   1 r  .
t

2
pt 1

t
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This price is a convex combination of the price that
results from all level-0 types and the Nash equilibrium
price. Variance is given by
 d2
2
 2    2  1    


 1  r 2

1

2

t 
E L:0 p  
1   2 1  r 2   t t 1   .

pt i  
i 0 



when μ equals zero, this variance is the variance in Nash
equilibrium. When μ equals one, this is the variance that
results under all level-0 types. Variance is bounded between the variance under all level-0 types and the variance under all Nash-types. An investor who believes that
μ proportion of other investors are level-0 and the remaining (1 – μ) proportion are Nash type investors forms
the expectation
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We can see that price approaches the Nash equilibrium
price as k goes to infinity,

 1  L:0
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 Et pt 1  dt  
 1 r 
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 dt  
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t

2
pt 1

t
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The price that results is between the price that results
under a population of investors who believe that all investors are level-0 type and the Nash equilibrium price.
When all investors believe that μ proportion of other investors are level-0 and the remaining (1 – μ) proportion
are Nash type investors, then the resulting price can be
expressed as the price that would result with   level-0
and 1     Nash type investors, with     . This is
because as μ increases from zero to one, price moves
continuously toward the Nash equilibrium price. Since
price is between the level-1 price and the Nash equilibrium price, we know that   exists.
Theorem 2 For any distribution of investors with heterogeneous sophistication, we can express price as resulting from a combination of only level-0 and Nash-type
investors.
Proof. We know that price that results from investors
who best respond to a mixture of level-0 and Nash-types
can be expressed as a mixture of level-0 and Nash-types.
A level-2 investor, who best responds to a mixture of
level-1 types and Nash-types, knows that price under
level-1 is a convex combination of price under level-0
and Nash-types. A level-2 type also best responds to a
mixture of level-0 and Nash-types. This logic follows for
higher types.
We have seen that, for any distribution of investor sophistication, it is possible to express price as resulting
from a combination of only level-0 type and Nash type
investors. When price is closer to the Nash equilibrium
price, more weight is placed on the expectations of the
Nash type of investors. This term μ provides a type of
index of market-level naïveté. With an estimate of μ, we
can derive expected price and the optimal investment in
the risky asset.
Theorem 3 When we represent price as a combination
of μ level-0 types and (1 – μ ) Nash-type investors, higher
values of μ imply greater variance and greater average
return.
This last theorem follows from the equations for expected price and variance.

4. Conclusion
Efficient market theory can be characterized by a Nash
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equilibrium. We have learned that when there is a significant portion of investors who are incorporating past
price information in their investment decisions, an investor can improve her expected utility by anticipating
the effects of heterogeneous sophistication on the market.
When the naïve believe that there are exploitable trends
in asset prices, price is pushed toward these naïve expectations. In addition to creating opportunities for sophisticated investors to earn higher expected utility, market-level naïveté also increases market risk and return.
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